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Introduction

BDMC

The Bioline Dosing Management Controller (BDMC) is designed to operate drip systems with:
● A simplex or duplex pump configuration
● An automatic backflushing filter
● An automatic field flush valve
● Up to 6 zones using electric solenoid valves or an indexing valve

Glossary of Terms

Dose Event (Dose)
The sequence of actions the controller manages which leads to the 
dispersal of effluent to a specific zone for an interval of time.

Dose Time
The length of time in minutes that the controller directs water to a 
zone during a dose event.

Dose Interval The time between the start of two dose events.

Field Flush
The event where water is rapidly pushed through the drip lines and 
all manifolds to remove accumulated debris and returned to the 
treatment system.

Field Flush Cycle The event where a field flush occurs once for every zone.

Field Flush Valve Normally closed, this valve actuates a field flush when opened.

Filter Backflush
Water flow through the filter is reversed to dislodge accumulated 
debris. The water used to backflush is returned to the treatment 
system.

Floats
An assembly of float switches in the pump tank. The floats provide 
information to the controller about the effluent level in the pump 
tank.

Indexing Valve
A simple mechanical valve that enables multiple zone operation 
without any electric solenoids.

Pump, Simplex A single pump used to operate all dosing and flushing operations.

Pump, Duplex
Two pumps used alternately or in parallel to perform dosing and 
flushing operations.

Zone
Refers to the combined distribution manifold, return manifold, drip 
lines and area of land receiving effluent from a single valve outlet.

Zone Valve Used to control the flow of effluent to a zone.
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Specifications

Electrical

Typical Required Electrical Service

See circuit diagrams and/or panel for actual input and full load amp specifications.

System Typical Input Power Service Requirements

Simplex Pump System 120 VAC   60 Hz   1Ø    20 Amp Service

Duplex Pump System 120 VAC   60 Hz   1Ø   40-50 Amp Service – ½ HP Pumps
120 VAC   60 Hz   1Ø   10-20 Amp Service – Controls

BDMC Outputs

● Solenoid Output Power:  24VAC 1.7A
● Heater Power:  120VAC 60Hz 1Ø  2A max with GFCI protection
● Pump Power (½ HP):  120 VAC 60 Hz 1Ø  10A FLA
● Pump and Solenoid outputs are solid state relays for reliable, long-life operation.

Pumps

The BDMC standard pump outputs are for single-phase, 120VAC, ½ HP, single phase, 2-wire 
submersible turbine pumps.  

Higher voltage/larger pump outputs are available by special order.

Hardware

● Sturdy plastic watertight outdoor boxes – NEMA 4X rating
● Wall mounting hardware included
● Most hardware is corrosion resistant plastic, aluminum or stainless steel
● Audible and visual alarms with a silence button
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Installation

Mounting The Enclosure

The mounting feet can be rotated as needed for proper installation by removing the mounting 
foot screw then re-positioning the mounting foot.  Once the mounting feet are set correctly, 
put the BDMC against the wall about 4-5 feet high then mark the positions for the pilot holes.

Use between #10x1-1/2 to 1/4x1-1/2 screws to mount the BDMC.  The mounting feet may 
require the mounting hole to be enlarged.

Conduit Preparation

The typical BDMC installation will require at least 4-5 conduit penetrations:
● Incoming Service Power
● Pump Power
● Heater Power
● Headworks Box (filter flush/field flush/zones)
● Floats

The float wires and pump power wires must not be run in the same conduit.  The pump power
can cause interference and damage the float inputs on the controller.

Most likely, ¾”-1” conduit will handle all the wire carrying needs but check local electrical code
to size the wiring then figure out the minimum conduit size.  Once the necessary conduit 
fittings are determined, drill the proper holes in the BDMC enclosure.  Make sure the holes 
are sized correctly to provide a tight fit with the fittings.

Conduit Size Hole Saw Size

1/2” 7/8”

3/4” 1-1/16” (best fit) or 1-1/8”

1” 1-5/16” (best fit) or 1-3/8”

When installing the fittings, make sure to seal the gap around the fitting to keep water, 
insects, and gases out of the BDMC.  Silicone sealant or rubber gaskets are fine.
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Electrical

Warning!  Working with high voltage electricity can be deadly.  Use caution and safe 
electrical work practices when installing or hire an experienced electrician.  Always turn off the
power “upstream” of the part you are working on.

Check with local code to determine the wire gauge necessary to run power wire to the BDMC 
and wire to the pumps.

For short wire runs (<30 ft), these wire gauges are a good place to start:

Wire Run Wire Gauge

Circuit Breaker Panel to Simplex BDMC #12 AWG

Circuit Breaker Panel to Duplex BDMC #8 AWG

BDMC to each Pump #12 AWG

BDMC to Heater #14 AWG

BDMC to Solenoids/Floats #18 AWG

Long distance wiring runs require considerations of voltage drop and will require additional 
calculations to maintain the correct voltage at the pump.

Power Terminal Blocks

Terminal Block Function

1 Power In Line 120V

2 Power In Neutral

3 Pump Out Neutral

4 Pump Out Line 120V

5 Heater Out Line 120V

6 Heater Out Neutral

Ground Lug Ground

Tighten terminals blocks to 7.7 lb-in.
Tighten ground lug to 45 lb-in.
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Installation Procedure:  Main Power

The next steps should be performed by a professional electrician to ensure proper safety and 
correct wiring.

Before working in the electrical service distribution box, use the power disconnect to remove 
power and verify with a voltmeter.  Install the new circuit breaker(s) for the BDMC.  Finish the 
conduit between the BDMC and electrical service distribution box.  Pull the Line, Neutral, and 
Ground wires to the BDMC.

Connect the wires to appropriate power input terminal blocks according to the circuit diagrams
provided for the control panels.

Once wiring is complete, close up the electrical service distribution box and switch power 
back on.  Test the new connection to the BDMC with a voltmeter.

Before continuing installation, TURN OFF the BDMC power circuit breaker in the electrical 
service distribution box and verify that no power is reaching the BDMC.

Installation Procedure:  Pump Power

Before working on this step, turn off ALL breakers feeding power into the BDMC from the 
circuit breaker panel.  Verify that power is off with a voltmeter.

Install the conduit from the BDMC to the pump tank riser and pull the pump power Line, 
Neutral, and Ground wires (per pump).  A junction box in the conduit run may be necessary 
for the pump connection splices.

Use a pump wire splice kit that consists of butt splices and heat shrink with adhesive lining to 
provide a reliable and waterproof connection.

IMPORTANT:  Seal the conduit and wire exit into the pump tank riser.  Gases and moisture 
can destroy BDMC parts if they travel through the conduit into the box.

Installation Procedure:  Heater Power

Before working on this step, turn off ALL breakers feeding power into the BDMC from the 
circuit breaker panel.  Verify that power is off with a voltmeter.

Install the conduit from the BDMC to the headworks box and pull the heater’s Line, Neutral, 
and Ground wires.  Inside the headworks box, the heater must be spliced to the power wires 
with waterproof crimps to provide reliable operation and a safe environment for anyone who 
works on the system.  The GFCI outlet should provide protection in the case of a bad splice or
exposed wire but GFCI’s sometimes fail and electrocution could result when the headworks 
box fills with water.

Seal the conduit to prevent moisture from getting into the BDMC enclosure.
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Installation Procedure:  Floats

While installing the float wire conduit, add a junction box either inside the pump tank riser or 
just outside the riser.  This will allow you to run just four wires out to the floats and provides an
air gap between the float wires and the BDMC.  Past experiences have shown that gases can
travel through the float wire insulation.

See the “Floats” section of the “BDMC Control Narrative” to set up the float spacing and order.

Float Wires
● Low Float Signal
● Mid (High Duty) Float Signal
● High (Alarm) Float Signal
● Float Common
● Redundant-off Float (as needed)

In the junction box, connect the white wires of all the floats to the Float Common and then 
each black wire to its respective signal wire.

In the BDMC, each float has a pair of wire terminals.  The terminal marked with a diamond 
represents the common 5VDC output sent to the floats.  The unmarked terminal is the float's 
signal input.  Connect the Float Common to one of the terminals marked by the small 
diamond.  Each signal wire goes to the appropriate signal input terminal.

IMPORTANT:  Seal the conduit between the BDMC and junction box.  Gases and moisture 
can destroy BDMC parts if they travel through the conduit.
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Installation Procedure:  Filter & Valves

The BDMC uses the relay board to control the solenoids operating the zone, field flush and 
filter flush valves.  Each solenoid has two wires; one wire must connect to a relay output and 
the other to the 24VAC common output voltage.

The relay board has 5 pairs of output terminals which correspond to a specific solenoid(s) as 
labeled.  The terminals marked by an asterisk (*) are the common 24VAC outputs which are 
connected together at the same voltage.  The unmarked terminals are the individual outputs 
for their solenoid as labeled.

There are a couple options for running wire out to the solenoids:

1. A pair of wires for every solenoid (easy to troubleshoot)
2. A single wire per solenoid and a common wire that branches to each (less wire needed)
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BDMC Control Narrative

Floats

The BDMC uses normally open sensor floats to manage the effluent in the dosing tank and 
the dose events to the drip fields.  The floats should be similar to the SJE-Rhombus Sensor 
Float series.  Except in certain cases, the floats should be the narrow angle versions.

Float Operation Chart

Float Function

High (Alarm) Float Indicates very high water level in pump tank and initiates action to 
relieve this condition

Mid (High Duty) 
Float

Indicates above average water level in storage tank.  Adds 4 minutes to
scheduled dosing time.

Low Float Assures the pump will not run dry.  When it is in the up position, the 
controller will do the scheduled doses.  If desired, this can be a wide-
angle float set to 1-2 dose volumes to ensure a dose runs the full length
of the set dose time

Redundant-off 
Float

In areas requiring a redundant-off float, this float is in series with the 
Low Float which provides an emergency off float in case the Low Float 
does not disengage and the water level drops down to the pump.

Three Float Setup
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Four Float Setup

The BDMC has successfully employed a three float scheme for over a decade which has 
been reliable and cost effective.  However, the BDMC is flexible and can be used with other 
float schemes depending on a state's requirements.

In some states, the manufacturer required scheme will use four floats.  The lowest float will be
a Redundant-Off Float.  The Low Float will be a wide-angle float with a range that represents 
at least one dose volume.  The next higher float will be the High Duty Float.  Finally, the 
highest float will be the Alarm Float.
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User Specified Settings

Dose Time:  The length of time per dose
Zones:  The number of drip fields controlled by the system
Doses Per Day:  The number of doses that the system will attempt to fulfill in a day.  This 
directly translates to a dose cycle period.  For example 24 doses per day is a 1 hour dose 
cycle period (also referred to as a dose interval)
Field Flush Cycle Interval:  The number of days between field flush cycles
High Duty Added Time:  The length of time added to each dose when the high duty (peak) 
float is up.  It may be set to zero to disable this feature.
High Water Alarm Doses:  The number of doses in a day that can result from high water float
activation.  It may be set to zero to disable this feature.
Off-Automatic Zones:  The user may set specific zones to be Off which causes those zones 
to be skipped during the dosing sequence.

Dosing Sequence

After the initial power up sequence, the BDMC will wait one dose interval before attempting 
the first dose.  During all wait periods, the BDMC will check the floats for alarm conditions.  
After the first wait period, the BDMC will check the floats to setup the dose.  If the High Duty 
Float is up, the BDMC adds the High Duty Added Time to the dose time for this potential 
dose.  If either the Redundant Off Float or Low Float is down, the BDMC will skip this dose 
and just wait another dose interval before trying to dose the current zone again.

If the Low and Redundant Off Floats are up, the BDMC will turn on the pump then initiate a 
filter flush for thirty seconds.  Immediately following the filter flush, the BDMC will begin a field
dose to the first available zone based upon the Off/Automatic zone settings by activating the 
appropriate zone valve solenoid.  After the dose time elapses, the BDMC will shut down the 
zone valve solenoid and the pump to complete the dose.  The controller will then wait the 
remainder of the dose interval before attempting to start a dose for the next available zone.  

If either the Redundant Off or Low Float deactivates during a dose or filter flush, the pump will
shut off and the dose will be canceled.

Field Flush Sequence

After the user specified number of days, a Field Flush Cycle Interval will elapse and the 
BDMC will begin a field flush cycle for each zone.  Field flushes still occur on the normal dose
schedule but add a couple extra steps to the standard dose sequence.  After checking the 
floats to allow a dose or add high duty time, the BDMC will turn on the pump and conduct a 
filter flush for thirty seconds then subsequently activate the zone and field flush valve 
solenoids.  After six minutes, the controller will turn off the field flush valve solenoid then finish
the remainder of the dose.  During a field flush, the drip tubing continues to disperse effluent 
like during a normal dose due to the pressure compensating design.  If the set dose time is 10
minutes, after a field flush (6 minutes) the dose will continue for 4 minutes.

If either the Redundant Off or Low Float deactivates during the dose, field flush or filter flush, 
the pump will shut off and the field flush will be canceled.
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Alarms

High Water Alarm

The BDMC programming attempts to avoid potential tank overflows or more importantly 
backing up into the house by taking advantage of typically conservative loading rates and 
resilient drip zones.  The other objective is to help avoid nuisance alarms in the occasional 
case of a water use surge (extra laundry, guests, broken toilet, etc).  However, if required, this
feature can be disabled by setting the number of extra high water doses per day to zero.

Should the BDMC detect that the Alarm Float is in the up position during a wait period, it will 
begin one extra dose.  The dose sequence is the same as a normal dose with the High Duty 
Float in the up position.  After the dose, if the Alarm Float is still up, the high water alarm light 
and buzzer will be activated.  If the Alarm Float went down during the extra dose, but later 
rises during the same wait period, the high water alarm will be set without another extra dose.
The next time that the BDMC can start another high water dose is during the wait period 
following the next regularly scheduled dose.

The user can set the number of extra high water doses over the course of a day.  Only one 
extra dose can occur during a wait period.  Once the set number of extra high water doses 
occurs in a day, the next alarm float activation will immediately set the high water alarm and 
will not initiate another extra dose.  If the user sets the high water doses per day to zero, any 
Alarm Float detection during a wait period will trip the high water alarm.

The high water alarm is represented by a series of long tones with a solid alarm light.  The 
alarm buzzer can be silenced with the Silence Alarm Button.  The alarm will come back on 
after 24 hours of being silenced until the controller is reset by cycling the power or holding the
Silence Alarm Button for eight seconds.  This is a reminder for the homeowner to contact the 
appropriate service technicians for their system.

Floats On Out of Order Alarm

The BDMC checks the floats every four seconds to make sure the floats are coming on in the 
correct order.  For example, should the High Duty Float come on without the Low Float, the 
float alarm will go off until the problem is no longer detected or until silenced with the Silence 
Alarm Button.  The float alarm is different from the high water alarm since it is a series of 
double chirps and a quickly flashing alarm light.

Dosing will continue as normal unless the Low Float or Redundant-Off Floats are broken.

High Duty Float

The High Duty Float in the up position will not trigger any audible alarms but the alarm light 
will flash on and off in two second intervals to indicate that the water is at a higher than 
normal level.
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Diagnostics and Manual Operations

Counters

Some BDMC models will have counters to provide diagnostics information as required.  
Counters for field flushes, alarm activations, and pump on/filter flushes are included.  A pump 
elapsed time meter is also installed.  All meters and timers are resettable by service 
technicians with proper instruction.

Diagnostics Mode

The BDMC has a mode with allows the user to test all dosing and flushing operations.  By 
entering this setup menu, the user can use the knob to manually select a pump to run and a 
specific zone to open.  The user can also manually control the field flush valve at this time to 
test the field flushing functionality of the system.  At any point, the BDMC can initiate a 
manual filter flush with a quick push of the Silence Alarm Button.  All manual controls from the
diagnostics mode will revert back to the Off/Automatic settings during normal BDMC 
operations.

These tests insure that all of the components in the automatic control system will work rather 
than just the mechanical bypass switch like in some other systems.

If requested by the system installer, Hand-Off-Automatic bypass switches for the pumps can 
be installed in the factory.  The zones and filters would be operated with the manual override 
levers on the solenoids.  

Off/Automatic Settings

Should a user discover that a specific valve or pump (in duplex pump systems) require 
deactivation, the BDMC provides a menu that sets system components to either off or 
automatic operation.  The filter flush and field flush functions and all zones are included.  
These settings are saved into permanent memory so power resets will not affect the 
Off/Automatic settings.

Float Testing

The BDMC features a test mode which allows the user to test each float for correct 
functionality and to demonstrate the high water alarm for inspection purposes.
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BDMC Status

Front Panel LED's

The BDMC has 4 LED lights to provide status updates on the front panel:

LED Function

Power On Green LED indicates that the main control board has power.  This should be
always on and steady while the BDMC circuit breaker is on.

Field Flush Yellow LED indicates that the BDMC is performing a field flush event.

Filter Flush Yellow LED indicates that the BDMC is currently flushing the filter.

System Alarm Red LED comes on in a variety of situations.  This LED will come on and off
in different scenarios while changing the BDMC setting.  During normal 
operation, the LED will turn on or off depending on the type of alarm.  See 
the Alarm section for further explanation.

Field Outputs

Relay Board Pump Relay

The relay board has an LED which 
corresponds with each relay.  When a relay 
output is active, the green LED to the left 
should be active as well.

The pump relay has a yellow LED which is 
active when the BDMC is trying to run the 
pump.
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Starting the BDMC

Power Up Procedure

The reboot sequence was changed to give better control during startup or troubleshooting.

In previous firmware versions, the controller defaulted to immediately dose and field flush 
after a reboot.  This could cause some issues if power reliability was an issue.

As of firmware 1.2.6, the controller defaults to waiting one rest period before dosing and 
waiting approximately a week or two before a field flush sequence.  However, the immediate 
dose and field flushes can still be activated.

Action Result

Reboot BDMC Controller waits one rest period before attempting a dose

Hold Silence Button, reboot 
BDMC, release button after 
initial beep

Controller immediately begins a dose if low float is up.

Hold Silence Button, reboot 
BDMC, release the button 
once the Field Flush LED 
comes on a few seconds 
after the initial beep

Controller immediately begins a dose and field flush cycle if the
low float is up.  A field flush will occur on the next scheduled 
doses until every zone has been flushed once.

As of firmware 1.4.0, the controller will blink out the saved dose schedule number a couple 
seconds after the initial power beep with the red LED.
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BDMC Settings

Access the Setup Modes

The BDMC has two methods of entering the programming and diagnostics modes.  Both 
methods involve causing the BDMC to restart.

Before attempting to access the setup modes, choose which mode you need to access.  Use 
this chart to determine which knob position is required to enter that mode:

Knob Position

Mode 1-13 14 15 16

1 Float Status Dose
Schedule

Field Flush 
Interval

Off-Auto 
Settings

2 Firmware 
Version

Extra Alarm 
Doses Per Day

3 Dose Time High Duty Float
Time

4 Number of 
Zones

Filter Flush 
Time

5 Diagnostics 
Mode

LED’s 
Active

Power &
Alarm

Power & 
Alarm

Power, Filter,
Alarm

Power, Filter,
Field, Alarm

Hard Reboot Method

1. Turn OFF the BDMC power.
2. Turn the knob to the appropriate position for the desired setup mode.
3. Hold down the Silence Alarm Button and do not release until specified later.
4. Turn ON the BDMC power.
5. The controller will beep and flash all 4 LEDs then holds the “Power On” and “System 

Alarm” LEDs active.
6. After 8 seconds, the BDMC enters the programming mode and emit a series of beeps like:

1. beep, pause
2. beep-beep, pause
3. beep-beep-beep, pause
4. etc.

7. The number of consecutive beeps represents the setup mode, i.e. beep-beep → mode 2.
8. Release the Silence Alarm Button after the set of beeps representing the desired setup 

mode.
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Soft Reboot Method

1. Turn the knob to the appropriate position for the desired setup mode.
2. Hold down the Silence Alarm Button for 8 seconds during normal BDMC operation.  This 

will cause a system restart but does not reset the current zone or field flush cycle 
counters.

3. After the double chirp indicating the BDMC is ready to restart, release the Silence Alarm 
Button then press it again within a second or two.  Hold down the Silence Alarm Button 
and do not release until specified later.

4. The controller will beep and flash all 4 LEDs then holds the “Power On” and “System 
Alarm” LEDs active.

5. After 8 seconds, the BDMC enters the programming mode and emit a series of beeps like:
1. beep, pause
2. beep-beep, pause
3. beep-beep-beep, pause
4. etc.

6. The number of consecutive beeps represents the setup mode, i.e. beep-beep → mode 2.
7. Release the Silence Alarm Button after the set of beeps representing the desired setup 

mode.

Exiting the Setup Modes

There are several options for restarting the BDMC upon exiting any setup mode.  

Most setup modes involve pressing the Silence Alarm Button and waiting for a double chirp to
indicate that the BDMC is ready to restart.  

While still holding the button, you have several options:

1. To run the BDMC normally just release the button.  The BDMC will reset without losing the
current zone setting or field flush counters (if soft rebooted earlier).

2. To continue programming, set the knob position if needed then release the Silence Alarm 
Button.  Immediately, press the Silence Alarm Button again and proceed from Step 4 of 
the Soft Restart Method (in the Accessing the Setup Modes section) to enter the setup 
modes.
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Setup Modes

Float Status Mode

This diagnostics mode allows the user to test each float and demonstrate the High Water 
Alarm.  The BDMC checks the floats and emits certain beeps if a float is up.  The following list
is the order and output for the floats:

Low:  beep, pause
Mid: beep-beep, pause
High: High Water Alarm (stops the routine and the system MUST be reset)

As long as the High Float is down, the float status mode will keep looping after going through 
the beep outputs for the Low and Mid Floats (if any).  Test the High Float only after the Low 
and Mid Float.  For systems with a Redundant-off Float, test this float by holding the Low 
Float up and then raise/lower the Redundant-off Float.

Exit this mode by pressing the Silence Alarm Button until the BDMC does two chirps.

Firmware Version Mode

Going into this mode outputs the firmware version of the controller microprocessor.  The 
firmware version consists of three numbers and will be output in a format of: beeps (1st 
number), pause, beeps (2nd number), pause, beeps (3rd number).  After a long pause, the 
BDMC will loop through the firmware beeps again.  

Count the consecutive beeps of the three series to find the firmware numbers.  
For example:
beep, pause, beep-beep, pause, beep-beep-beep-beep → version 1.2.4

Exit this mode by pressing the Silence Alarm Button until the BDMC does two chirps.
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Dose Time Setup

Initially, the default dose time is set to ten (10) minutes which is appropriate for many 
systems.  Please check with the system designer to figure out the correct dose time for a 
given soil type and required daily dispersal.

As soon as the BDMC enters this mode, it will begin emitting a number of beeps indicating the
current dose time in minutes (e.g. six consecutive beeps for 6 minutes).  

The rotary dial has 16 positions numbered 1-16 which will be used to set the pump run time.  
In this mode, each position represents the dose time in minutes so only 6-16 are valid 
settings.  For example, a dial setting of 8 would be for 8-minute doses.

To change the dose time:
1. Turn the rotary dial to the new position.
2. If the dial was already on the new setting, turn it to position 1 until the controller stops 

beeping then put it back to the correct position.
3. The controller will now confirm the setting chosen by beeping out that number.
4. Make sure it beeps out the correct number; it might take another series of beeps to get the

right output.
5. Press the Silence Alarm Button until the controller chirps twice then release.
6. The new setting is now saved and the controller will restart.

Number of Zones Setup

The default number of zones is one (1).  No programming is necessary for single zone 
systems.  All systems allow settings for 1-8 zones; however, if the BDMC does not have 
enough zone outputs, the pumps will still run and just dead head.

When entering the zone setup mode, the BDMC will begin beeping out the current number-of-
zones setting as a series of consecutive beeps.  For example, three zones would be three 
beeps in a row followed by a pause.

This mode uses the rotary dial like the dose time setup mode.  Positions 1-8 are valid and 
correspond directly to the number of zones.

To change the number of zones:
1. Turn the rotary dial to the new position.
2. If the dial was already on the new setting, turn it to a different position until the BDMC 

starts beeping the temporary position's number;  now turn the dial to the desired number.
3. The controller will now confirm the setting chosen by beeping out that number.
4. Make sure it beeps out the correct number; it might take another series of beeps to get the

right output.
5. Press the Silence Alarm Button until the controller chirps twice then release.
6. The new setting is now saved and the controller will restart.
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Diagnostics Mode

Upon entering Diagnostics Mode, the controller will immediately turn on one pump and a zone
corresponding to the dial position.

Dial Position Pump Active Zone Active

1-8 1 Zone Number = Dial Position Number

9-16 2 Zone Number = Dial Position Number – 8    
Example:  Dial 10 → Zone 2

Exiting Diagnostics Mode:

Press and hold the Silence Alarm Button for six seconds until the controller emits a double 
chirp.  Release the button and the controller will restart.

Filter Flush:

Press and release the Silence Alarm Button to begin a filter flush.  Both pumps will activate 
along with the filter flush solenoids.  The corresponding filter flush LED's will light up.  The 
zone outputs will turn off during a filter flush.  The filter flush will continue until canceled or the 
filter flush duration expires.

To cancel the filter flush, press and release the Silence Alarm Button again.  The BDMC will 
return to normal Diagnostics Mode operation where a single pump and zone are on according
to the dial position.

Dual Filter Systems:  For BDMC's controlling a C200 filter, firmware 1.3.*D was developed to 
control the master valve and dual filters during a filter flush.  If initiated during Diagnostics 
Mode, the filter flush sequence consists of a short master valve closing period followed by a 
filter 1 flush and then finally a filter 2 flush.  As soon as the filter 2 flush finishes, the BDMC 
returns to regular Diagnostics Mode operation.  The operator does not need to exit the filter 
flush.

Field Flush:

Press and hold the Silence Alarm Button for three seconds until the controller emits a single 
beep.  Release the button at this point to begin a field flush.  Now the controller activates both
pumps and the field flush solenoid.  Controlling the zone is the same as normal diagnostics 
mode operations where the dial position sets which zone is activated.

To exit the field flush, press and hold the Silence Alarm Button for three seconds until the 
controller emits a single beep.  Release the button and the controller will return to regular 
Diagnostics Mode.  By pressing and releasing the button, a filter flush will start which cancels 
out the field flush.
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Adjustable Field Flush Frequency Mode

You can set the interval between field flush cycles.  The number set will be multiplied by two 
to set the field flush interval.  For example, the default setting is 6 which translates to 12 days 
between field flush cycles.

1. Upon entering this mode, the BDMC will beep out the current setting.
2. Turn the knob to the desired field flush cycle interval number.  Remember that the knob 

and beep setting will be multiplied by two to get the actual number of days between field 
flush cycles.

3. If the dial was already on the new setting, turn it to a different position until the BDMC 
starts beeping the temporary position's number;  now turn the dial to the desired number.

4. The controller will now confirm the setting chosen by beeping out that number.
5. Press and hold the Silence Alarm Button until you hear a double chirp.  The BDMC will 

restart at this point.

Adjustable Extra Alarm Doses Per Day Mode

The number of Extra Alarm Doses that can occur during a day is set in this mode.  Only one 
Extra Alarm Dose may occur between regularly scheduled doses but the number of these 
extra doses can be limited between 0-15 over the course of twenty-four hours.  The default is 
two (2) extra doses per day.

To determine the knob position, choose the number of desired Extra Alarm Doses then add 
one (1).  For example, a setting of three (3) Extra Alarm Doses would require knob position 4.

1. Turn the rotary dial to the new position.
2. If the dial was already on the new setting, turn it to a different position until the BDMC 

starts beeping the temporary position's number;  now turn the dial to the desired number.
3. The controller will now confirm the setting chosen by beeping out that number.
4. Make sure it beeps out the correct number; it might take another series of beeps to get the

right output.
5. Press the Silence Alarm Button until the controller chirps twice then release.
6. The new setting is now saved and the controller will restart.
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Adjustable High Duty Float Time Mode

When the High Duty Float (Mid Float) is up, the BDMC adds a set amount of time to doses.  
This time may be adjusted between 0-8 minutes.  The default is four (4) minutes.

To determine the knob position, choose the High Duty Float Time then add one (1).  For 
example, a time of five (5) minutes would require knob position 6.

1. Turn the rotary dial to the new position.
2. If the dial was already on the new setting, turn it to a different position until the BDMC 

starts beeping the temporary position's number;  now turn the dial to the desired number.
3. The controller will now confirm the setting chosen by beeping out that number.
4. Make sure it beeps out the correct number; it might take another series of beeps to get the

right output.
5. Press the Silence Alarm Button until the controller chirps twice then release.
6. The new setting is now saved and the controller will restart.

Adjustable Filter Flush Time Mode

The time for each filter may be set in this mode.  The time is determined by the knob position 
multiplied by four (4).  For example, a filter flush time of twenty (20) seconds would be set at 
knob position 5.  The default is position 7 which translates to twenty-eight (28) seconds.

1. Turn the rotary dial to the new position.
2. If the dial was already on the new setting, turn it to a different position until the BDMC 

starts beeping the temporary position's number;  now turn the dial to the desired number.
3. The controller will now confirm the setting chosen by beeping out that number.
4. Make sure it beeps out the correct number; it might take another series of beeps to get the

right output.
5. Press the Silence Alarm Button until the controller chirps twice then release.
6. The new setting is now saved and the controller will restart.
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Automatic-Off Mode

This firmware provides the ability to turn off specific zones without requiring any re-wiring.  
The BDMC will skip to the next available zone at each scheduled dose.

1. Turn the knob to the zone number 1-8 that you wish to turn to Auto Mode or Off Mode.
2. If the Field Flush and Filter lights are lit for a zone, it is in Auto Mode.  If the Field Flush 

and Filter lights are off, the zone is in Off Mode.
3. To switch between Off and Auto Mode for a specific zone, just quickly press and release 

the Silence Alarm Button.
4. You can change zones at any time to set them to the desired Auto or Off Mode.
5. When you are ready to save the Automatic-Off Configuration, press and hold the Silence 

Alarm Button until you hear a double chirp after about 4 seconds.  The BDMC will restart 
at this point.

Automatic-Off Dial Positions

Dial Position Function Dial Postion Advanced Function

1 Zone 1 9 Field Flush

2 Zone 2 10 Filter Flush

3 Zone 3 11 Simplex Pump

4 Zone 4 12 Pump 1

5 Zone 5 13 Pump 2

6 Zone 6 14 Immediate Clear High Water 
Alarms

7 Zone 7 15 Dual Pumps – Field Flush

8 Zone 8 16 Dual Pumps – Filter Flush
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Setting the Dose Interval

As of firmware 1.4.0, the dose interval is a saved setting rather than leaving the knob at a 
certain position before rebooting.

Enter this mode by setting the knob to 14 before entering Setup Mode.  Once you enter the 
Dose Interval Setup Mode, it will beep out the currently saved setting.

1. Turn the rotary dial to the new position.
2. If the dial was already on the new setting, turn it to a different position until the BDMC 

starts beeping the temporary position's number;  now turn the dial to the desired number.
3. The controller will now confirm the setting chosen by beeping out that number.
4. Make sure it beeps out the correct number; it might take another series of beeps to get the

right output.
5. Press the Silence Alarm Button until the controller chirps twice then release.
6. The new setting is now saved and the controller will restart.

When the controller reboots, the controller will blink out the saved dose schedule number a 
couple seconds after the initial power beep with the red LED.

Determining the Dose Interval

This setting should be specified by the drip system designer but the calculations are usually 
as follows:  

Assuming every zone has similar flows:

S y s t e mDail y F l o w( ga l /da y )
One Z one D i s p er s al( g pm)

=
Dai l y Run
T im e

(mi n/d a y )

Dail y RunT im e(mi n/d a y )
Dos e Leng t h(mi n/d o se ) =Do se s   pe r Da y

Typically, the result should be rounded up to the next available dosing schedule.  An extra 
couple of doses per day is less of a problem than too few and can help with the occasional 
water overload days.

See the Dosing Schedule Chart on the next page.
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Dosing Schedule Chart

Dial Doses/Day Interval (HH:MM)

1 3 08:00

2 4 06:00

3 6 04:00

4 8 03:00

5 10 02:25

6 12 02:00

7 16 01:30

8 18 01:20

9 20 01:12

10 24 01:00

11 28 00:51

12 30 00:48

13 32 00:45

14 36 00:40

15 42 00:34

16 48 00:30
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Alarms

Alarm Identification

Alarm LED Action (active while silenced) Beeper

High Duty Float 
Warning

Slow Blink – On 2 seconds, Off 2 
Seconds

Off

High Water Alarm Fast Even Blink – 1/3 second On, 
1/3 second Off

Fast Even Beep – 1/3 second 
On, 1/3 second Off

Float Malfunction 
Alarm

2 rapid flashes followed by short 
pause

2 rapid beeps followed by short 
pause

The High Duty Float Warning

Auto Clear:  If the mid float goes down, the warning will clear itself

The High Water Alarm

Silence:  Press the Silence Alarm Button.  Note that the alarm will resume beeping after 24 
hrs of being silenced if the High Water Alarm float is still up.  An additional press of the 
“Silence Alarm” button will add another 24 hours of silence from the time of the button press.

Clear:  Hold the “Silence Alarm” button for 8 seconds until the controller emits a double chirp 
then release the button.

For firmware 1.3.4, the High Water Alarm will clear itself if the alarm float drops while the 
system is silenced.  This allows someone to silence the alarm and allow the system to try to 
get rid of the water.  The goal is to at a minimum inform the owner or service provider that 
there was a problem.  

Also included in the new 1.3.4 firmware is the HOA configuration setting of “Immediately Clear
High Water Alarms.”  This causes the BDMC to clear a high water alarm as soon as the alarm
float drops down regardless of whether the alarm was silenced.

The Float Malfunction Alarm

Silence:  Press the Silence Alarm Button.  Note that the alarm will resume beeping after 24 
hrs of being silenced without a new “Silence Alarm” button push or system reset.

Auto Clear:  If the floats appear to be on in the correct order, the BDMC will clear the alarm.
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Inspection, Testing, and System Startup

Testing and Startup

Once the BDMC has been wired and programmed, the drip system components can be 
tested.  

Warning!  New drip fields must not be too heavily dosed.  They can be damaged by over 
saturation and require time to drain in between doses.  With this in mind, either do not fill the 
tank up to the high duty float or just disconnect the high duty and alarm floats.  Otherwise, the
controller goes into alarm mode as described in earlier sections and will put out too much 
water.

Testing the Floats

This test should be performed before filling the tank so that the floats can be accessed easily. 
Put the BDMC into Float Status mode then raise and lower the floats in this order:  Low, High 
Duty (mid), and finally the High float.  The controller should respond correctly.  

If the system has a Redundant-Off Float, raise it while testing the Low Float.  To test the 
Redundant-Off Float, keep the Low Float raised while changing the Redundant-Off Float's 
orientation.

Testing the Pumps and Zones

This test should be performed with the tank level almost up to the high duty float.  If the fields 
have clean-outs on the manifolds, they should probably be opened to clear the construction 
debris and show that the zone is working.  Having a flowmeter installed with the filtration 
headworks is very useful for this test.

1. Set the BDMC into Manual Diagnostics Mode (mode 5)
2. Turn the knob to position 1
3. Watch the flowmeter

◦ If the flow starts but eventually stops, then the field valve is not opening – check the 
valve for correct electrical/hydraulic operation

4. If there is no flowmeter, you will just have to watch the clean-outs or an emitter on an 
exposed piece of tubing

5. While dosing to zone 1, check for leaks
6. Only dose a single zone for a few minutes at a time
7. Turn the knob to 2 (if there are multiple zones) and check that only the second zone 

comes on
8. After a few minutes of running zone 2, check that all installed zones valves are operating
9. If the system is setup with duplex pumps, turn the knob to 9 to turn on the second pump

◦ Watch the flowmeter or the zone 1 tubing – if there is flow, then the second pump 
works and the rest of the zones do not need to be checked

10.The zones and pumps are working correctly so seal the clean-outs and turn off the 
controller
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Testing the Field Flush

Testing the field flush operation of the drip system is similar to testing the zones but with the 
field flush valve open.

1. Set the BDMC into Manual Diagnostics Mode (mode 5).
2. Turn the knob to position 1.
3. Press the Silence Alarm Button for 3 seconds until the BDMC beeps once.
4. Release the Silence Alarm Button.  The Field Flush LED and valve should activate.
5. It is best to have an installation where you can watch the water return from the headworks 

back into the tanks.  This provides easy visual feedback whether the field flush is 
operating.

6. After a couple minutes, the flowmeter should indicate higher flow than normal to the 
current zone and there should be a significant stream of water returning to the tank.

7. After 5-8 minutes, either switch zones or leave the Manual Diagnostics Mode.

If no increased flow or no flow into the tank is observed, the field flush valve may not be 
activating or the check valves might be backwards.
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Filter Flush
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For Service Call:

Bioline Dosing Management Controller

WATER RESOURCE SOLUTIONS
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Bryan, TX 77805
979.779.6500
FAX.779.6505
www.jnmtechnologies.com
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